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Impacts on disinformation, and mitigation 
via detection and content authentication

Impacts on photojournalism and mitigation 
via attribution
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Problem context:

Human traffickers operate out of 
hotels

Traffickers advertise online with 
images taken inside hotel rooms

Identifying the specific hotels 
used can help:

• Find victims

• Document crime locations

• Understand patterns of behavior and 
criminal networks





AI approach to training image retrieval
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Convert image to 
features with a (Deep 
Network) encoder, and 
train it so that:

1. two images of the 
same hotel have features 
that are similar, and

2. images of different 
hotels are different. Feature space



TraffickCam

• iOS/Android

•Over 250,000 downloads

•356,575 images 

•32,018 hotels

•Average of 212 new images a day

•Combined with online data:

• 2.92 million images

• 516,939 hotels worldwide
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How DALL-E works

Two key ideas.  

Idea 1:  Train an embedding on pairs of images 
and text.  

The Image embedding maps images to a feature 
space.

The text embedding also maps text to the same 
features space.  

The image embedding and text embedding are 
trained to that matching image, text pairs are 
mapped to similar place.  One common version 
of this is called a CLIP embedding.



How Dall-E works: the CLIP embedding

Find the text closest to an image as 
a way to label images.



How Dall-E works

• You can also train 
another network 
to translate back 
from a feature to 
an image.

• Now you can put 
any sentence in 
and get an image 
out

“Spider-Man from Ancient Rome”



Seriously – How can this possibly work?

Training is not done with a few 
(text, image) pairs, but with 400 
millions pairs of images.

Not public what that dataset is.

“Stable Diffusion” the engine 
behind mid-journey, work in 
similar ways, and is trained on 
1.2 Billion image, text pairs.
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90 miles project
• https://www.airlab.co/90-miles

• Photojournalist Michael Brown created set 
of “fake” images of Cuban life: 

“It goes without saying that society must maintain the integrity 
of the photograph. We must create barriers around certain A.I. 

generated output” --- Michael Brown

https://www.airlab.co/90-miles


Attribution

“Spider-Man from Ancient Rome”

• Very new idea in Machine Learning (lol).

• Yes, 400 million image pairs were

used to train a model.  But which 10 

were most important?
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“…society must maintain the integrity of the 
photograph…” --- Michael Brown



Mitigation

• If provenance is lost, how can you verify an image?
• Very interesting research relating one image to the constellation of other 

images, time-stamps and satellite data.
• Search technologies to find original images that were mixed or altered

• More robust provenance
• Robust semantically based fingerprinting, less susceptible to things like jpg re-

encoding

• Detection of what parts of the images have been changed
• New work with deep networks computing consistency of semantic features, 

I’m most familiar with work by Hany Farid that evaluated the lighting at 
locations in the image to find regions with inconsistent lighting.



Thank you

Initial:
• NSF (RI-IIS 0546383):  "CAREER: Passive Vision, 

What Can Be Learned by a Stationary 
Observer”,

• NSF (CGV-1111398): “Analyzing Images 
Through Time”

• Sisters of St. Joseph: “Crowd Sourcing and 
Image Matching Tools to Fight Sex Trafficking”

• I/ARPA: “Geolocating found imagery”
• NIJ: Object Search to Fight Sex Trafficking
• Adobe

Current:
NSF NRT Designing Trustworthy AI Systems
NSF AI Institute: Trustworthy AI in Law and Society

$
Richard Souvenir
Temple University

Abby Stylianou
Saint Louis Univ.

Contact:
pless@gwu.edu
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